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Cancer fafcant suite a des fluoroscopies multiples

par

Howard B. Newcombe

Resume

On se propose d'effectuer une enquete epidemiologique concernant des personnes
ayant ete exposees a plusieurs reprises a des T^om^ipow Jin$ ^d^jsnos^^Lis
tuberculeux traites dcpiiis la fin des annccs 1930 jusqu'au dibut des artnees JSfSQ^ albrs
que lepneumothorax arfificieletait une procedure standard, constituent un grand groupe
d'etude adequat. Les fluoroscopies d'un grand nombre de ces malades existent encore,
L'etude proposee devrait pcrmelired'obtetiir lesdonneesqui manquent sur les rbquesdu
cancer chez les personnes irradjees et chez les personnes non-irradiees.

Les m^thodes d'informatique decriies dans ce rapport permettront aux donnees
fluoroscopiques d'etre "reliees" mecaniquement el rapidement aux registres mortuaircs
correspondants lorsque les malades seront morts. Les methodes d'informattque proposees
permettront egalement de recueillir une masse de donnees qu'il serait impossible d*obtenir
avec les methodes classiques d'enquete sur les dossiers des malades.
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CANCER FOLLOWING MULTIPLE FLUOROSCOPIES

by

Howard B. New combe

ABSTRACT

An epidemiologiuc! investigation of persons exposed repeatedly to diagnostic X-rays is
proposed. Tuberculosis patients treated in the late 1930's to early 1950'$, when artificial
pnctiKiothorsx was a standard procedure, constitute a iuiiable large study group; and
records of tlw fluotoscopies of many of these persons still exist. The study is expected to
yield needed data on the risks of cancer in irradiated versus unirradiated persons.

Computer methods arc described by which the fluoroscopy records may be "linked"
rapidly by machine with the corresponding death registrations, where the patients have
died. The proposed computer techniques will make possible the collection of a much
larger body of data than could otherwise have been obtained by any of the conventional
methods for individual follow-up.
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FOREWORD

Ihis description uj a pioposed epidenuological sludy ol caiKei following multiple
exposures to fluoroscopic x-rays was prepared in draft ti>rm in Maich of l*-*71. d>i
circulation and comment. The intention then was Jo encourage the use of very large files
of existing routine records, and of computer methods, to permii epidemiological
follow-up on a much larger scale than would have been possible in the past. !n particular.
the death registrations and cancer registrations appeared to be potentially o* enormous
value for such purposes. The plan described in the present document may be regarded ;.•••
• >ne possible product from principles enunciated in an earlier report on "Health Research
L'ses ol Record Linkage in Canada"' (Medical Research Council ol Canada. Report No. 3.
Ottawa, 19681

A study essentially similar to that proposed here has since been undertaken by the
National Cancer Institute of Canada following discussions of this earlier proposal (see
Globe and Mail, and other national newspapers, of Saturday 5 May 1973). Also, an initial
manual study Itas now been completed at the University of Toronto (D.C. Cook. 0 . Dent
and D. Hewitt, Breast cancer following multiple chest fluoroscopy: the Ontario experi-
ence. Can. Med. Assn. Jour. H I , 406-410. 1974V. this has helped to establish the
suitability of the records for the larger investigation, and has indicated a probable twofold
increase in the frequency of breast cancel as a lesuli of the fluoroscopies.

The NCIC study, which is still in progress, has been funded by National Cancer
Institute of Canada, and by Health and Welfare Canada, in the names of A.B. Miller
(NCIC), D. Hewitt (University of Toronto) and H.B. Newcombe (Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited). It is hoped 'hat the NCIC study will serve, in due course, to
demonstrate the value of the magnetic tape versions of the death and cancer registrations
for the purpose of establishing a relationship between fluoroscopy and cancer, and as a
model for large-scale epidemiological follow-up of people who have been exposed to
possible harmful environmental influences of various sorts.

In the meantime it has seemed useful to publish the proposal as originally conceived.
to illustrate in some detail the kind of planning which will permit large files of routine
vital and health records, in their machine-readable versions, to be employed to detect
delayed harmful effects on people.



Genera! IX-scripiion of I he Proposed Study

Jilt.- puiitbjhneb lui tk'liitlUig uaiUJn-»geiUi. cilccts
<if multiple Oisiii€»c«ipiei in Canadian tuberculosis
patients, treated in she tale l"30*s to eai!> l°50's
when artitictal pneumnlhorax wa» a siandaid pio-
ccUure, will he described wsth special reference u> the
shape of the dose-respunse curve and the risks in mi
low doses of ionizing radiation.

intensive investigation of irradiated human popula-
tions has so far Sailed to yield an indication <>! the
numbers of cancers likely to arise among very large
numhers of people who have been exposed to very
low doses of radiation. Although the risks ftom the
lowest doses might not he identifiable, it would he
reasonable to hope that dose-effect curves for cancel
induction could be obtained covering a range of
higher doses, and that plausible extrapolations back-
ward toward the low-dose ends of the curves might be
made fiom these. However, such curies as have been
obtained must he regarded as less than adequate for
this put pose.

There are now very few itradiatcd human popula-
tions left for study. Tins is particularly unfortunate in
view of the continuing debate and uncertainty over
the levels of safety represented by the legally accept-
able limits for expusurcs of the population at large,
and the importance of the practical decisions affect-
ing the availability of nuclear power that are being
influenced by the debate and by the shortage of
strictly relevant data.

One irradiated population which has so far been
studied on only a limited scale consists of persons
who received artificial pneutnothorax treatment for
tuberculosis, in the course of which they were fluoro-
scoped repeatedly, usually once or twice at the time
of each refill. Those patients who did not receive
pneumothorax treatments constitute a suitable
"control" population for such a study.

In Canada, there were approximately 140.000 first
admissions to tuberculosis institutions in the period
from 1938 through 1954 (see Appendix 1), and a
substantial proportion of the relevant records are
fortunately still in existence and available for study
(see Appendix 2). Roughly half of lhe patients with
pulmonary tuberculosis, in that period, received arti-
ficial pneumothorax.

The quality of the Canadian tecords of admissions,
discharges, and pneumothorax treatments, for that
period, together with the case histories and follow-up
records, is in general quite sufficient for such studies
(sec Appendix 3). The information by which the
patients are identified is usually adequate and the

dates <>} all pneumothorax refills are documented in
the pneumothuiax cards. Difficulties are likely to
arsis only whete some ot the records have already
been discarded. Thus, if such a siud> is lobe carried
out. n should he slarled in all provinces bet ore
further records have to be destroyed because ot
shortage of storage space.

That breast cancer lias been caused in women by
the fluuroscopies seem clear from the results oi' the
Nova Scotia studies, but the data have a number ot
important limitations tor present purposes (see
Appendix 4). These studies are unfortunately not
large enough to indicate differences in the risks t'rom
various numbers of fluoroscopies. Also, unless the
numbers of years at risk in the irradiated and un-
irradiated groups can be shown to be similar, there is
a possibility of bias affecting the comparison. In
addition, information on the numbers of malignancies
other than breast cancer, in patients of both sexes,
would be of substantial importance even if no effect
of the irradiations could be demonstrated.

The steps envisaged in the proposed study include:

(a) the extraction of summary information,
consisting of patient identifying particulars plus
details of the pneumoihorax treatments, from
the case folders, admission forms and discharge
forms, numbering in ihe vicinity of 200.000
each (see Appendix 5).

(b) the matching of these summaries with
each other to bring together the fragments of
the histories of patients who moved from one
institution to another or who were re-admitted
to the same institution (see Appendix 6),

(c) the matching of patient histories to the
appropriate death registrations where this has
not already been done by the treatment institu-
tions or the provincial directors of tuberculosis
control (see Appendix 7).

Usually the mention of tuberculosis on a death
registration results hi a search of the tuberculosis
records, and a matching. Where the death registration
fails to mention the tuberculosis, the two records
may not have been matched. If necessary, searches of
the death registration files could be greatly facilitated
if the magnetic tape images of the death index cards
for the whole of Canada from 1946 to the present
(about 3 million of them) were sorted by computer
into a consolidated index; this might not be unduly
expensive (see Appendix 8).
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Information has now been obtained relating to the
feasibility of the proposed study. The availability of
the required records in most Canadian provinces is
known. A draft summary form has been tested, and
has gone through a number of revisions as a result of
these tests and of comments from interested persons,
(see Appendix 5). Also, most provinces have in-
dicated a willingness to collaborate.

Although the Nova Scotia studies were not heavily
funded, and relied largely on assistance from those
who were already handling the records, a more
extensive study based on all Canadian records would
clearly be both laborious and expensive. Originally it
had been thought that the study should be initiated
first in a single province, and that the experience
gained would serve as a guide for work in other
provinces. However, this would open up the possi-
bility that provinces in which records were not being

employed at the outset might feel a need to discard
them before the study could be started in that region.
For that teason a modest eatly effort in as many
provinces as possible has seemed more appropriate
(see Appendix 9).

It is. now being recommended that support be
sought which would permit one clerical person to
work in each province, under the supervision of the
local director of tuberculosis control, and tliat an
additional person, centrally located, would provide
technical advice, ensure quality and uniformity of the
summary records, and deal with the problem of
matching fragments of case histories of patients who
moved between provinces.

Details relating to the above general outline of the
proposed study are set forth in the appendices.
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Appendix 1

Number of Cases and of Records

The number of records of tuberculosis patients
from which summary information might he obtained
may be estimated from the admissions a> tuberculosis
institutions. The period of greatest interest may be
taken somewhat arbitrarily as I93K through 1454.
since (here was less uniformitv in record keeping
prior to 1438. and pneumothorax treatment had
virtually disappeared in most provinces by 1954.

Over this period there were approximate!)
21'',000 admissions of which 144.000 represented
new patients (Table 1 ol Appendix 11. The figure of
21''.000 underestimates the numbers <>l surnman
forms that might be filled out. because;

(a) patients admitted prior to 1938 who were
still being treated in 193R should be included:

(bl records of patients who had been dis-
charged and were being treated as outpatients
should also be included, and

(c) where admission and discharge forms
were kept in a central provincial registry it
would be desirable to summarize these as well
as the institutional case folders.

Thus as a rough estimate it might be said that, if
all records were available, something like 500.000
summary sheets might be prepared relating to
150,000 patients. The figures will of course be re-
duced by deaths in the institutions, which in the mid
I940*s represented almost 20 per cent of the numbers
of admissions.

It is convenient to consider separately:

(a) all Canadian provinces except Ontatio
and Quebec,

(b) Ontario, and

(c) Quebec.

These represent respectively 39, 32, and 29 per
cent of Canada as judged by the 1945 populations.

and the numbers of admissions to tuberculosis institu-
tions are divided almost exactly in proportion i>> the
populations. Most of the information on the avail-
ability oj the records relates to the provinces other
than Ontario jnd Quebec, with some information
fioin Ontario.

Details of the Canadian sanitoria operating in 1445
are given in Tables 2. 3 and 4 of Appendix 1. In man\
province* the records from those institutions thai
have since closed down are said to bp currenth in the
custody of the provincial directors of tuberculosis
con'rol. This statement has not a> yet been checked
in detail tor each of the prounces.

The recem Nova Scotia study gives some idea of
the proportion of the patients likely to be of use in
the proposed cancer study involving all provinces.
Nova Scotia represented 5 per cent of the Canadian
population in 1945. and 5.3 per cent of the total
admissions in that year. Thus, of the 144,000 cases
admitted for the first time in 1938-54. about 7,500
would presumably have been admitted in Nova
Scotia. The study in that province is based on 1.787
cases of tuberculosis admitted in 1940-49 to the Nova
Scotia Sanitorium, of which 1,581 were successfully
traced, i.e. about 1/5 of the 7.500. (Of all cases
traced, 39 per cent had received artificial pneumo-
thorax treatment.)

One might conclude from this that of the 144,000
first admissions for Canada as a whole in the period
1938-54, some 30,000 (i.e. approximately 1/5) would
be of use for the purposes of a cancer study. How-
ever, the Nova Scotia study apparently excluded cases
admitted to smaller institutions, amounting to nearly
half of the total admissions in that province, because
the records were not readily available. It remains to
be seen, therefore, whether the proportion of records
unavailable for study is similar in the rest of Canada.



Table I of Appendix 1

Admissions to Tiibtfcuiosis ta«it!Jf was in Canada

(from Canada Y « r Book)

Year
First

Admisions
Total

Admbtions

1938
1939

1940

1941

1942

1943

1944

1945

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

6429

6859

7444

7754

7816

7943

7878

g403

9476

8753

8663

9340

9440

9257

9580

9661

9523

9559

10212

I0&73

11169

11004

11290

11305

1221!

13857

13145

13772

1441S

15050

14899

15260

15519

15891

1442S9 219364
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Table 2 of Appendix I

Canadian Sanitorja Operating in 1945 (excluding Ontario and Quebec)

British Columbia

Tranquille San
Wrinch Memorial Hosp.
Coqualeetza Indian Hasp.

Alberts

Centra! AJberta San
Edmonton General Hosp.
Royal Alexandra Hosp.
University of Alberta Hosp.
Blood Reserve Hosp. - Indian

Saskatchewan

Fort Ou'Appelle San
Prince Albert San
Saskatoon San
Fort Qu'Appelle Indian Hosp.

Manitoba

Manitoba San
St. Boniface San
Central Tuberc. Clink
Municipal Hospital of Winnipeg
Fisher River Indian Hosp.
Norway House Indian Hosp.
Fort Alexander Indian Hosp.
Dynever Indian Hosp..
Ctearwater Lake Indian Hosp.

New Brunswick

Si. John Tuberculosis Hosp.
Jordan Memorial San
San Noire Dame de Lourdes

Nona Scotia

Halifax Tuberculosis Hosp.
Nova Scotia San
Our Lady of Lourdes San
Highland View Hosp.
St. Martha's Hosp.
Sacred Heart
Glace Bay General Hosp.
St. Joseph's Hosp.
St. Mary's Hosp.
City of Sydney Hosp.

Pttace Edwnd Mand

Provincial San

Vancouver, Victoria
Hazleton
Saidis

Calgary
Edmonton
Edmonton
Edmonton
Cardston

Fort San
Prince Albert
Saskatoon
Fort Qu'Appelle

Ninette
St. Vital
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Hodgson
Norway House
Pine Falls
Selkirk
The Pas (opened Oct'45)

East St. John
The Glades
Vallee Lourdes

Halifax
Kentville
Lourdes
Amherst
Antigonish
Chedkamp
dace Bay
Glace Bay
Inverness
Sydney

Chariot tetown

Beds

899

704

173

444

232)
141 >
37 )
22
12

SSI

803

48

942

285
300

50
140

15
20

J

50
79

548

270
160
118

695

66
395

12
16
60

3
48
42
10
43

140

140

Admissions
1945

988

891
18
79

405

400

5

960
(415
{268
(229

48

439

359
392
412
157

7
16
10
82

104

500

275
129
96

711

82
343
-
19

107
5

38
43
11
63

59

59 ,



Table 3 of Appendix 1

Canadian Sanitoria Operating m 1945 (Ontario).

Bed;
Admissions

1945

Ontario

Brant Sanitarium
St. Lawrence San
Fort William San
The Muskoka Hosp.
St. Mary's-on-the-Lake San
Mountain San
Kingston San
FreeportSan
Queen Alexandra San
Royal Ottawa San
Niagara Peninsula San
The Toronto Hosp. - Weston
Essex County San
Veterans* Hospital
Squaw Bay Indian Hosp.

3926 3298

Brantfard
Cornwall
Fort William
Gravenhurst
Haileybury

Hamilton
Kingston
Kitchener
London
Ottawa
St. Catharines
Toronto
Windsor
Peterborough (opened dct'45)
Fort William

115
112
196
440
106
720
47

115
61!
212
90

669
185
248
21

139
94

148
243
107

•--'••?*••• 6 3 9 -

;x- -ft. -,
13J :"

'" ' •" ; 6 2 4 "
180
95

512
•..-;• 2 2 V - ' "

90
- 12



Table 4 of Appendix 1

Canadian Sanitaria Operating in 1945 (Quebec)

Quebec

Sanitorium St-Laureni
San du Lac Edouard
San St-Georges
Grace Dart Home Hosp.
L'Institut Bruchese de Montreal
Royal Edward Laurentian Hasp.
Sanitorium St-Michel
Sanitarium Si-Francois
Brehmer Rest Prevcntorium
Mount Sinai San
Royal Edward Laurentian Hosp.
H&piUl l ival Ste-Foy
Hopitajf-San.Cooke
Les Sanitoriums Laurentiens
Savard Park Hosp. (Dora. D.V.A.)
Hopital St-Joseph
Hopital No(rc-Damc-dc-la-Garde
Hopital du Sacre-Cocur
Hotel-Dku St-Vallkr
lioiel-Dicu de Gaspe
Hopital St-Jean Eudes

...Children's Memorial Hosp.
llopiial du SacrfrCoeur
Mont res] Children's Hosp.
Hdpital duSacrf-Coeur
Jeffery Hak's Hosp.
H6pital^t-JcMph
Hopilal St-Joseph du Preckux Sang
Hopitai Ste-Anne
Hftpiul St-Jean
Hopitai Si-Joseph

Hull
Lac Edouard
Mont-Joti
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal
Roben-al
Sherbrooke
Ste-Agathe-des-Monts
Ste-Agathe-des-Monts
Ste-Apthe-<ks44onts
Ste-Foy
Trois Rivieres
Ste-Apthe-des-Monts
Quebec
Beauceville ouest
Cap-aux-Meules
Caughnawaga
Chicoutimi
Ha%rre de GaspS
Havre St-Pierre
Montreal
Montreal
Montreal (unit closed in*45)
Plessisville
Quebec
Rimouski
RiWere-du-Loup
Ste-Anne-des-Monts
St-Jean
Thetford Mines

Beds

3643

152
87

313
153

51
52

395
286

15
92

350
418
156
~

130
10
44
10

117
50
42
22

465
—
62
16
85
17
20
-
50

Admissions
1945

5024

179
39

259
132
184
190
310
292
-
52

390
617
293
-

524
10
28

6
184
96
32
18

616
3

81
27

169
22
47
86
68
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Appendix 2

Availability of the Records

Two categories of records must be considered
separately. These are:

(a) the institutional case history folders, con-
taining She pneumothorax cards plus paiient
identifying particulars and follow-up informa-
tion, and

<b) provincial indexes oi tuberculosis patients
which are sometimes made up of nationally
standardized admission and discharge sum-
maries arranged in alphabetic sequence, as m
Ontario and Manitoba, and sometimes uf name
•aids in alphabetic sequence containing numeri-
cal references to the case history folders, as in
British Columbia. Tiie in formation content i.l
the two categories of records will be described
in Appendix 3.

Enquiries concerning the institutional case history
folders have indicated that these are available back to
1938 or earlier foi the provinces of Alberta, Saskatch-
ewan. New Brunswick. Nova Scotia and Prince
Edward Island (Table 1 of Appendix 2). For other
provinces, parts of these files are available as shown in

the Table. A survey of Ontario treatment centres
being carried out by Mr. David Hewitt of the School
of Hygiene, University of Toronto, is not yet com-
plete. JHowever, see "Foreword" fur the reference to
a subsequently published account of this work.|
Also, it is not entirely cleat whether verbal statements
that records are available for all years in certain
provinces refer to all treatment centres in those
provinces or only to the major treatment centres.

Information on the existence and nature of pri>
vindal indexes of tuberculosis cases is still far from
complete. However, an index of the names of patients
is maintained in British Columbia back to 1940. and
indexes of the admission and discharge summaries
exist in Manitoba for all years and in Ontario back to
1<J4O. The latter type of index coniains excellent
identifying information and indicates whether or not
patients received artificial pneumothorax, but not the
numbers of refills.

Sources of information concerning the records of
tuberculosis paiients are given in Table 2 of Appendix



Availability of Institutional Oat fotdtri for

Tuberculosis Patients Treated J93S 54 Inclusive.

British Columbia
Alberta
Saskatchewan
Manitoba
New Brunswick
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island
Newfoundland
Ontario
Quebec

Footnotes:

First
Admissions

193S-54

11000
9000
9500
8500
5000
7000
1000
3500

56000
42000

Cage Folders and
Pneumolborax Cards,

Years Available

From I960 onward

All years
All years
All years for about 1/3 of cases
AH years
All years
AH years
Part available but of doubtful quality
Varies with institutions
No information

Footnotes

I

2

3
4

1. Files of patients who have not yet died, or are not known to have died, are available back to 1938.
Files of deceased patients who did not receive pneumothorax treatment are available from 1961,
and those of deceased patients who did receive pneumothorax, from I960.

2. Available for Manitoba San at Ninette, less certainty about the Central Tuberculosis Clinic (D.A.

Stewart Centre) in Winnipeg.

3. Avalon Health Unit records destroyed by fire; those of St. John's San believed to be of poor quality.

4. Available for Toronto Hospital-Weston; records of deceased patients at Royal Ottawa San discarded.
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T*We 2 of Appendix 2

Sources of Information Concerning Tuberculosis Records.

British Columbia

Division of Vital Statistics
Division of Tuberculosis Control

Alberta

Tuberculosis Division
Baker Memorial San
Abcihart Hospital

Saskatchewan

Sask. Anti-Tuberculosis League

Manitoba

Sanitarium Board of Manitoba
Preventive Medical Services
D.A. Stewart Centre
Manitoba San

New BroiMwkk

Division of Tuberculosis

NovaScofu

Communicable Disease Conuol
Nova ScotU San

Prince Edward hfand

Provincial San

• •-••• P H w i o w n o t t n n

Tuberculosis Control
StyJohnVSan

Oulwio

Tuberculosis Prevention Service
Tuberculosis Control
Toronto Hospital - Weston
Provincial Chest Clinic

ComeiBef Medicd, Mm. de la Sinte
Hopttal Lmd

Victoria
Vsncuuver

Edmonion
Calpiv1

Edmonton

Fort San

Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Winnipeg
Ninette

St. John

Halifax
Kentviile

Charlottetown

St. John's
St.J«An's

Toronto
Toronto
Toronto
Ottawa

Quebec
Ste-Foy

Mr. J.H. Dou^ny
Dr. D. Mowat
Mrs. E. McBride

Dr. J. Ryder
fDr. J. Ryder]
Mrs. Banal

Dr. G.D. Barneu

Dr.R>l.Cherniack
Dr.E.Snell
Dr. Earle Herslifield
Dr. A. Paine

Dr. G.E. Maddison

Dr.H.B.Colford

Dr. W.R. Stewart

Dr. E.S. Peters
Dr. A.B. Colohan

Dr.CH.Rorabeck
Dr. Mary Jane Ashley
Dr. Godfrey Gale
Dr. A.G. Jessamine

Dr. Ronald Desmeules
Dr.PicardMarceau
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Appendix 3

Adequacy of the Records

The adequacy of the records foi present purposes
may be judged in terms of the information they
contain wilh respect to:

fa) the identity of the patient.

(b) the numbers of pneumoihorax treatments
and their dates, and

fc) the patient's history in lerms of his move-
ments between institutions and his death when
this OCCUITS.

Where nationally standardized admission and dis-
charge summaries are kept centrally in the provincial
capital in the form of an alphabelic index of the
successive admissions and discharges of patients,
almost all of the required information could readily
be obtained from these except for she actual numbers
of pneumothorax refills. The identifying information
on the standard admission forms is ample, the fact of
pneumothorax treatment is noted on the discharge
forms, and together they contain the histories of
successive admissions and discharges as in-patients in
treatment institutions.

TlnS standard admission and discharge forms for
195° are shown in Figures 1 and 2 of Appendix 3.
together wilh punchcards derived from them by the
Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Earlier forms, back ii
1038, differ only slightly from these; some of them
contain additional identifying information in the
form of the birthplaces of, not only the patient, but
the mother and father of the patient. This is of value
in that similar information is present in the death
registration forms (see Table 1 and Figure 3 of
Appendix 3).

initially, it had been thought that use might be
made of a central file of admission and discharge

records for the whole of Canada, maintained in
Ottawa at the Dominion Bureau of Statistics. Un-
fortunately, however, records up to 1950 from this
file were found to have been discarded due to lack of
storage space. However, those that are available may
be of value in identifying treatments received from

onward.

The name index maintained in British Columbia,
which contains names, husband's initials, sex. resi-
dence, city, year of birth and location of the patient's
chart, is illustrated in Figure 4 of Appendix 3

Institutional case history folders usually contain
most of the patient-identifying particulars appearing
in the admission forms, even where these forms have
been omitted from the folders.

Pneumothorax cards, which are normally p jsent
in the case folders, typically contain the patient's
name and hospital number, plus the dates of the
original collapse and subsequent refills, the side of the
collapse (right lung or left lung) and other details
such as the pressure before and after the refill and the
amount of air injected.

In addition, the case folder may provide informa-
tion on the other treatment institutions which the
patient has attended, details of subsequent contacts
wilh the patient in the course of follow-up, and
particulars of Ilis death where these are known.
Usually, death registrations with mention of tuber-
culosis are linked routinely with the tuberculosis case
histories. Where this has not occurred, the identifying
information will normally be sufficient for such
linkage even in the absence of mention of tuber-
culosis on the death record {see also Appendix 7).
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Figure 1 of Appendix 3.

Name and addtess o( institution

Name of patient

TUBERCULOSIS ADMISSION

Dace of admission - ••• -~ -•••—.Case no. ...
tnancli) (day) (><?«)

1. Ruidance _ - - 13- PHnelpo! tub»r«l«is dioonasl* (check on* only)
r j h o«n»tional dlK«ie U Jim* (MI)

female 3. D"rt« of birrh .

«•«•!« HJraamed Z2 "i*>»ed D divorced

2. Stt 3 male
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Figure 2 of Appendix 3.
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Table ! of Appendix 3

Identifying Information Common to

Tuberculosis Records and Death Registrations

1.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

From
Admission Forms
and Case Histories

Province of admission
Institution
Case number
Date of admission

Surname
Given names
Residence, street and no.
Residence, city —u! p;ov.
Other surname (on later

admission or follow-up)

Sex
Marital status
Age on admission
Birth date

Birthplace of patient
Birthplace of father
Given names of father
Birthplace of mother
Maiden name of mother

Year of arrival in Canada
Citizenship
National or racial origin
Religion

Occupation
Industry
Attending physicL.i

1.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
q.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

19.
20.
21.
22.

23.
24.
25.

From
Death Registrations

Pro- nee of death
Place of death
Death registration number
Date of death

Surname
Given names
Residence, street and no.
Residence, city and prov.
Birth surname (if different)

Sex
Marital status
Age at death
Birth date

Birthplace of deceased
Birthplace of father
Given names of father
Birthplace of mother
Maiden name of mother

Length of stay in Canada
Citizenship
Racial origin

Occupation
Industry
Attending physician

(3)*
(3)
(4)
(4)
(16)

(5)
(8)
01)
(12)

(9)
(18)
(»6)
<18)
(17)

(2)
(6)
(7)

(I2a)
02b)
(27.28)

Numbers in parentheses refer to question
numbers on the British Columbia Death
Registration Forms introduced in 1956.
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Figure 3 of Appendix 3.
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Figure 4 of Appendix 3.

Tuberculosis index punchcard {British Columbia»
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Appendix 4

Uses and Limitation!! of the Nova Scotia Data

That repeated fluoroscopies can tause bieasi can-
cc? in women appears to be well established by two
studies carried out in Nova Scolia, but these studies
lave not so far yielded information on the nature of
the dose-effect relationship over a range of dose;., or
explored tlie possibility of a similar assodatiun with
uthci iypes of cancel in both men and women.
Addiiiuiu) limitations in she published dala have to
do with.

{a I tiie lack of information on (he numbers
of patients who received similar doses who did
no! ge! cancer, which U. required for calculation
of the risks «if cancer following different
numbers of exposures.

(b) uncertainty concerning the years a! risk
to cancel in the irradiated and ennuo) popula-
tions |i.e. the numbers of years the patients
survived before they died}, and

(c) inadequacy of the iota! volume of data so
that the confidence limits on estimates of risks
from Jhe lowei nutnhei of exposures ate unduly

The tats reports in question are based re-
spectively on 50 cases of breast cancer known to the
Nova Scotia Tumour Clinic, of which 40 were sub-
sequently found to have had artificial pneumothoras
treatments for tuberculosis, and follow-up of 1787
tuberculosis patients admitted to the Nova Scotia
Sanitorium in the period 1940 to 1549, of whom
1581 were successfully traced; the 300 irradiated and
4S3 unirradiated female patients from tins latter
source yielded respectively 22 and 4 breast cancers.
reptssaiing aa approximate 9-fold elevation of ihe
risk as a result of the radiation exposure. See:

I.MacKenziel96S
Breast cancer following multiple fluoroscopies.
British Journal of Cancer 19.1-8.

3 A. Myrden and J.E. Hiltz 1969
Breast cancer following multiple fluoroscopies
during artificial pneumothorax treatment of
pulmonary tuberculosis.
Canadian Medical Association Journal 100,
1032-1034.

Fallowing exposures of women to less than 100
fluoroscopies, MacKenzie reported 15 cases of breasi
ameer, and Myrden and Hiliz between 3 and 7 cases.
What could not be determined in the course of tiie
former study bui might from the latter, is ihe number
of female tuberculosis patients who received less ihan
!00 fluoroscopies and who did nm develop cancer of
the breast. Data of this kind, brokers do=,T. by ihc
numbers oi fluoroscopies. are essential for calculation
oJ ihe risks from the lower radiation doses, and for
the purpose of exploring the shape of the dosv-
response curve to determine whether there is a thres-
hold <u any other detectable deviation from a simple
linear relationship with dose.

The occurrence of cancer of other organs, in the
irradiated and control populations, is of special
interest. By current estimates, 20 leukaemias and as
many as 200 toial malignancies, including cancer of
the thyroid, might be predicted per million man-rads
of exposure. The Nova Scotia study included, in
addition lo the 300 exposed females, a further 32.'
exposed males. Assuming, JOT example, that the b23
exposed persons received an average of 150 exposures
o1 5 rads each, this would amount to a total of 0.47
million tnan-rads to the chest and to a substantial
fraction of the bone marrow. Thus, even if no
increase were found in malignancies of other kinds.
die result would have a substantial bearing on current
methods of estimating risks. With larger volumes of
data, for Canada as a whole, the combined exposures
might represent as much as 20 tiroes the above value,
or in Hie vicinity of 10 million rnan-rads to the chest.

Finally, there is need for information on the
numbers of years that the irradiated and control
groups of tuberculosis patients lived to be at risk
from cancer. If this can be shown to be the same for
the two groups, a source of bias would thereby be
removed. But. if patients who could not be given
artificial pneumothorax lived less long, the resulting
reduction in cancers in that group may have been
wrongly ascribed to the absence of the x-ray ex-
posures. The magnitude of this possible source of bias
will not be known until informai'on becomes avail-
able on the periods over which the patients in the two
groups lived, ideally, data on the ages at the times of
treatment for tuberculosis, and at the times of death
or of last contact, fov all members of the two groups,
should be available in a form suitable for analysis.



- Function of SwwturY Information

;he in>iiiuuoiul ca-.c h
fi->ni (he ixtmali/cJ indexed «•!'

and

M aitr lequiR-u. The l"«c.i rdjies to the
itiii «>f the pancni for the puip-^w of
together ail relevant fragments of his

illness ffom vanccr and lnj. dejth from auy cause I he
^ectmd has to Uu wuli his e\p> aiie 10 ilur»io^:«pic
rradiation. A iW;n to cor,tjin Uis-̂ s two ;.ui!s ol
s-umm«iy infni!iutu->n has been designed and tested,
jnd is <tilJ anJer r«M»n ("rfc i-'igme I »«1 AppenJix
^). In ativinion .ilieic lave been Muiie-- ol ihc m»Tii
cfficiehi ways of filling out .sutfa a fonn.

Of the personal identifying information, an
attempt has been matte to include, in the -form, spaces
for all Sterns that niay occm in both tlje tuberculosis
ie;»»rds and ij»e 4eath registrations"so itoi the two
may be-'readily nuiclied. In addition, when sum-
tnaiwirig a particular insiitutional case folder it is
desirable w extract information on previous msiitu-
iinrw. attendeii and institutions to whicli the patient
suhsequeiuly went, to facilitate piecing togethei his
treatment hijt«ny.

HcsiJe-i retording on rtis sumnian,' Hum ihe
numbers of pncumotiwrax treatments, it is desirable
to toeak down thew numbers by the years i« which
the treatments were received, so as to distinguish
those prirar to the introdi'ctian of aluminum filtration

iif j&fys.-KQr: beam which, reduccdalic expusurcs by a
factor of ipprrixtinately -25. .41so lelevafit: is whether
it was the jigln m left lung thai was collapsed, and
whether the patient faced the jube or had te back to

A number ol suggested additions lo ihe drafi
•symmary form shown in tlie Figure have aill io be
considered. Among these are the name of ifae person
tilling a particular summary form, together wiin the
dale, die institution to which the file belonged, and a
"cignature. u> permit closer control of the qualin of
ib.e summary information. A local investigation serial
number uu each t'«wm filled oui might also be added
as a safeguard against loss of individual summary

Experience so far indicates that the most efficient
procedure for filling out the summary forms is to
wOTk serially through s file of case liistory folders,
filling «ut one form per folder. Indexes would be
treated similarly. At a later time, summary forms
relating io the same patients may be matched with
each other. This approach avoids altogether the need
IO spend time searching through large files foT the
case folders of particular patients.

Highest priority must- of course, be given to the
case folders of deceased tuberculosis patients, since
these are the first to be destroyed when storage space
becomes limited.
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Figure 1 of Appendix 5.
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Appendix 6

Matching Fmtmeiu^ of Patient Histories

Where tlie proposed summary forms contain in-
fQifnSioB, atjoul-oiher institutions which patients
have' previously attended, or to which they Iiave
subsequently gone, there will tie a clear indication
that1 the forms should be matched with each other.
Wlffirs such indications are lacking, the necessary
matches may nevertheless be apparent in an alpha-
betically sorted file of the records foi the province.
Oaiv where the treatment insiisutions attended are in
different provinces, and where the moves have not
teen recorded in any of the case lusioiy folders, will
Official measiies be needed to ensiiie linkage of
ff agrssnts of iustoms.

The airangoricm proposed as that groups of
summary forms known io relate to the same patient
fee summarized, first on a single form and later on a
punchcaid. !i will then be possible to use computer
methods to integrate magnetic tape files of punehcard
images for the individual provinces into a consoli-
dated alphabetic file for Canada. Hie computer may
later search for unlinked fragments of histories
occurring in different provinces.



Appendix ".

Matcfting.feilh OeatJi Registrations,

f.oi some piovjnce\lisis n>'death iegjiirati"f» wish
mention ui tubsitulusu are uippiseii U* divki>ois of
tuhctcuiusis cu&t'ui. and t*»t othei pmviness list*; t'1
ali death icgjiUatiiHis .sic supplied. Nevertheless.
sotiiff his!>wien «V dete^sed patients *iH n<»t isavc hecrt
linked with ilie appiupriste de;«ih Tegj-itjatiftn-*. ai'nl j
flwaR!. wsl! be rc?ed>*d toi Jtndi'sg ihcsc records.

CiwreEiiy. seji».hes in ihe pjovincJa) dejih inde.vet
are «Rly piofsl^hic it iim ajready knows the ptovince
isssi vesj ••' <isa.ili, hecju^e site aiptuheiu: irsdeves ate
(Hrpai'ed separately loi the deaths in eacii cataida;
vesi. isriihin eaeh nn»vin<'e \* \ei vio jtrinini-e has

q-id stwrc ate n<> cnsi'.ihdateii lndexo^ "en
«»f pittvincts. The feasibility of pteparing iucli

inilcxcs 5«i lacisilalc loHuw-up 01 paucm> with wt'niiv;
v»!ns î.i Sias been i<»l is discu^ed in Appendix h.

Histories <>*' t'emals patients who niarrv it'ter t.)ii-
i'.'irjpicJkms •>! their treatments for lubeic'.ik'MS nia>
Hkewiu- he difficult to link to the appr>'ipriate death
fec>«ds l>e>.-ause <M ihe resulting changes 01 njme.
'.vhere the mairied surnames do m>! appear it; the case
histoiy 1'ilders. Huvvevet, ihe marned surname* could
he Mtugtit isom slsc provincia! indeKes oi mamaaeb n
•hese W e consolidated to cover spans oi a numbei
•i veals.- and pusyhlv groups o) province, in the

nis-hion sup^esU'd feu the death indexes The icusv
bilin o! i.v>ii>i>lidat.ina the inamage indov,;";, in tin-

on. will likewise be considered m Appendix v.



Appendix H

Production and Use of a I onwjJidaJed Death Indes

Possible consolidation of the indexes of deaths
{and of marriages) in Canada. to include spans of 3
number of years and groups of provinces, would not
he technically difficult. The chief considerations
which mighi influence a decision !o attempt such an
undertaking would have to do with:

(a) the acceptability of the idea to ihe
provinces.

(b) the estimated cost, and

<ct the tola! amount of use which the con-
solidated indexes might have fur follow-up of
various kind*.

In Canada name-index punchcards have been pre-
pared for all vital events from 1946 onward, to a
uniform formal for all provinces. The punchcard
formats have been changed over the pasi 25 years,
htit always simultaneously for all provinces. Examples
of the index cards are given in Figures 1 and 2 of
Appendix 8.

Currently, it is understood that the vital statistics
index cards, back to l'J4ft. are being read onto
magnetic lape because of a lack of storage space for
the punchcards at the Dominion Bureau of Statistics.
This opens up the possibility of a computer sorting
operation.

One approach would be to consolidate, by sorting,
those years over which the same punchcard formal
Was used, thus avoiding the necessity to re-ibrrnat the
magnetic'.tape, images .of the index cards. Alterna-

tively, if the index records i'or al! years weie con-
vened to a common format, it would then be possible
to consolidate groups of years without restriction.
Regardless of which approach is adopted, there would
be no restriction on the consolidation of index
records pertaining to groups of provinces.

The numbers of index records involved, for the
whole of Canada back to 1946, are in the vicinin of
three million each for the deaths and the marriages
Isee Table 1 of Appendix 8>. No estimates have been
made of the costs of sorting such numbers, bui with a
modern 3rd (or 4th) generation computer it is under-
stood that the task should not be excessively labori-
ous. The numbers would be reduced b\ aboui a
million each, if only Ihe years from 1953 were sorted.

It is anticipated that when a cost estimate has been
obtained, multiple uses might be found for such a
file, for epidemiological purposes and.to facilitate
"death clearance" of a variety of large administrative
files, including the central index of social insurance
numbers and the files of the Department of National
Revenue.

The consolidated indexes would be used 10 locate
microfilm images of death records of persons whose
names, birth years, and provinces or countries of
birth, are the same as those of persons treated for
tuberculosis, where the relevant death records had
not already been found. Correct matches would then
be confirmed by detailed comparisons of the identi-
fying particulars.
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Year

1946
1947
1948
1949

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

1965
1966
1967
1968

Total

TaWcf of Appendix 8, T ;

Deaths and MarTiages in Canada (mm 19*S

(in thousands)

Deaths

119
122
123
125

!24
126
126
128 . .. ' ,
125

128
132
137
135
140

140
141
J44
147
146

: - • • • . 1 4 9 -'••• •'.' . ' • • • - '

150
150
153

3,110

MafTMfes

!37"
130
126
124

125
128
128 ...

,Wl31.,,: .....
- 1 2 9 . . . . . . •

128
133
133
132
132

130
128
129
131
138

'•"• : \ 4 6 - - - - -

156
166
171

3,i ii
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Figure 1 of Appendix 8.

Death Index punchcard.
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Figure 2 of Appendix 8.

Marriage Index punchcard.
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Appendix 9

Organisation and Costs

Because die older records of tuberculosis treat-
ment institutions, and the older admission and dis-
charge forms from the provincial indexes, are in
danger of being bearded, the most critical pan of
the proposed study is regarded as the extraction of
appropriate summary information from tliase records
that are still available. At the present time, only the
organization and cost of this pan of the undertaking
will be considered.

Tlrree phases are envisaged. The first is an explora-
tory phase during which the extraction of summary
information would be tried out on a very small scale
in those provinces where this can be arranged with
existing staff, the object being to gain experience and
to look for the most efficient procedures- Hie second
stage would involve limited financial support for
tempotafy or part-time clerical help in those prov-
inces that would be able to collaborate in this
manner, the object being to further streamline ihe
clerical procedures, arrive at cost estimates and de-
termine what gaps exist in the record files. Assuming
that the yield of summary information per unit cost
is reasonable, support could be sought for the task of
summarizing all available tuberculosis records ever
the period of interest.

It is envisaged tliat one clerk might be hired in
each ptcvince in which the director of tuberculosis
control is able to provide adequate supervision, and
that one responsible, centrally placed person would
be made available to provide technical advice and
ensure uniform quality of the summary records.

Preliminary tests indicate tLa! about 20 case
history folders can be summarized in one working
day. With experience, the number might be increased.

Hie number of summary records per patient is
estimated to be 2.S. Since total admissions exceed
fi'st admisnions by SQ per cent (Table 1 of Appendix
i I it may be assumed thai for each patient there are
1.5 case history folders plus one group of admission
and discliarge forms or one name entry in the pro-
vincial index.

The total number of patients for which case
history folders are available is unlikely to equal the
full 144,000 first admissions shown in Table 1.
Allowing for deaths from tuberculosis in the treat-
ment institutions, this number should be reduced by
about 2000 per year over the 17 year period, i.e. to
110,000. As some of the case folders will have been
discarded, the true number will probably lie in the
range from 30,000 to 60,000 cases of special interest.

The number of working days to extract summary
information may thus be estimated as 1/20 of these
numbers, i.e. 1,500 to 3,000 working days or 6 to 12
"man years". Additional time would be required for
checking and sorting the summary sheets, and for
deriving summaries from groups of sheets relating to
the same patients.

These estimates will have to be revised in the light
of subsequent experience. They do not relate to the
completion of the whole undertaking, but solely to
the extraction of all needed information from files,
many of which may be in danger of being destroyed.
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